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Objectives: Customer touch point management system (CTPMS) is a service communication management tool used by an insurance company ("the Company") in Korea. This system was originally introduced to improve the quality of service communication; however, it is now operating to prevent customer complaints in advance and to improve customer lifetime value (CLV). This case report is intended to examine the service communication management system currently used in the field.

Methods: This case report is a brief single-case study. This study introduces methods used to classify customers and grade customers by calculating customer value. We also review service communications made according to customer classification and grade. Then, we revisit re-purchase and referral topics, which are highlighted in the service-profit chain, together with service activities defined by the CTPMS.

Results: Ultimately, the Company's service strategy is embedded in the CTPMS. The Company intends to provide better service to customers with higher CLV, that is, those who contribute more profits to the company. The Company also focuses on preventing potential complaints from attention-required customers by taking preemptive measures.

Conclusions: The message that the Company's CTPMS conveys to the management is quite clear: an increase in CLV and the management of those who complain are the most important factors in service communication.
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Introduction

Customer Touch Point refers to the point where a customer is in contact with a company when a product or service is delivered. Customer touch point management system (CTPMS) started
customer lifetime value (CLV) has substantially increased. At the beginning of its introduction, it was merely one of many approaches to improve service communication. After several years, the CTPMS has enabled the Company to maintain a long-term contractual relationship with customers (policyholders) and a long-term retention of insurance policies and add-sales to existing customers, which, ultimately, has expanded the Company's profitability. As demonstrated in this case, the importance of service communication is particularly emphasized in the insurance industry than in others.

**Case Description**

As mentioned in the introduction, the Company's initial purpose of adopting CTPMS was to improve service communication. However, at present, the Company uses the CTPMS as a means to increase CLV and prevent customer complaints, focusing on providing better services to customers who contribute more to the Company (Kim, Jung, Suh, & Hwang, 2006). The Company also seeks to encourage re-purchases by existing policyholders through proactive communication based on the CTPMS. Further, the CTPMS is expected to help the Company establish a systematic service communication system thereby promoting the Company's brand image.

**Customer Classification and Customer Grade**

The Company classifies its customers into three categories: ordinary customers, contributing customers, and attention-required customers. An ordinary customer is classified as level 2 to 5 and a contributing customer as level 1, VIP and VVIP. Apart from these levels, the Company sets aside a group of customers, called attention-required customers, and manages them separately. Attention-required customers are those for whom no service agents are assigned, mostly because service agents initially assigned to them no longer work for the Company. The Company tries to provide differentiated services for this group as the customers are not able to receive any personal services from service agents.

The Company periodically performs a task to measure grades of existing customers (policyholders). Customer grades are determined based on monetary value that is calculated using different weights by product type and premium payment period. Once weights are assigned to the calculation, the Company can calculate the monthly converted premium (MCP) value of each customer. MCP is calculated by multiplying monthly premium by conversion rates (weights) by product type and by premium-paid period. The weights applied to calculate MCP are reviewed and determined by internal experts like insurance actuaries and accountants. The conversion rates are recalculated based on the company's profit and loss analysis at least once a year.

As an example, conversion rates by product type are shown in Table 1 below. Conversion rates for periods of premium payment are determined by the following formula:

\[
\text{Conversion rate for premium-paid period} = 100\% + (\text{numbers of premium-paid months} \times 1\%)
\]

VVIP and VIP grades are calculated on a monthly basis, and other grades are calculated on a quarterly basis. Table 2 below shows customer grades according to MCP value. However, the head of the service team is given discretionary authority to raise the customer grade by one level to deal with unexpected situations.

**Service Communication by Customer Classification**

Service communication discussed here does not include any kinds of communication set forth by insurance laws and regulations (e.g. Insurance Status Report, Lapse Notice, etc.) or inbound service such as responses to customers’ inquiries. In the Company’s CTPMS, service communication to any groups of customers is handled by the customer service representatives.
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MCP, Monthly Converted Premium.
(CSRs) of the Company. We will examine in this session what kinds of service communications are made and the qualifications required for such CSRs according to different types of customers.

Service communication to ordinary customers is handled by CSRs who have more than two years of consulting experience and life insurance licenses. They provide service communications to customers mainly using SNS (Kakao Talk or other texting platforms). The ordinary customers receive, among other messages, a message celebrating their 1st anniversary of the insurance contract, a notice of insurance policy maturity, birthday greetings, and New Year’s greetings via Kakao Talk or text messages from CSRs.

CSRs, who provide services to contributing customers, are mainly senior CSRs with at least three years of consulting experience, multiple insurance licenses and the Certificate of Korea Life Underwriter (CKLU). Contributing customers will receive an automatic call routing service, a service in which an inquiry call from contributing customers is automatically allocated to superior CSRs. In addition to basic SNS communications such as a birthday celebration, New Year’s greetings and a notice of policy maturity, contributing customers also receive thank-you letters and gifts when their policies mark their 5th and 10th subscription anniversary.

For attention-required customers, the Company operates a call center exclusively assigned to them. Through this exclusive call center, the Company tries to solve customer dissatisfaction caused by the absence of service agents by proactively calling them. These customers are managed by CSRs who have more than five years of insurance service experience and multiple insurance licenses and the CKLU. When insurance contracts of attention-required customers approach the 5th subscription anniversary, customers receive thank-you letters from the Company. As with other groups of customers, this group of customers also receives birthday and New Year’s greetings through SNS application from the Company. The difference, however, is that when the date of annuity payment or maturity of insurance policy comes near, they receive both SNS messages and telephone calls as notification. Additionally, in the case of a protection-type insurance policy, which covers the risk of the insured, if it lapses due to the suspension of premium payment, a CSR gives an outbound call to encourage the reinstatement of the policy, a service ultimately aimed to protect the insured.

Discussion

According to the service-profit chain model that Heskett, Jones, Loveman, Sasser, and Schlesinger (1994) have explored, proper service activities ultimately increase the revenue and profitability of service companies. Service companies often anticipate that the outcome of their service activities will lead to customer’s re-purchases and referrals. And customer repurchases and referrals increase revenue and profitability of companies (Yi & Lee, 2006; Yi, Lee, & Sirh, 2009; Lee & Gu, 2014b). Therefore, service activities are an important factor for many services companies, including the insurance business. The insurance business, by its nature, always seeks to maintain insurance contracts as long as they can, and thus their top priority is to maintain a great relationship with customers (Herington & Johnson, 2010). The management of insurance companies understands quite well that it is always cost effective to have their existing customers re-purchase new insurance products and make referrals to their family members or friends in order to produce better margins (Lee & Gu, 2014a).

Meanwhile, service activities in the Company are led by its CTPMS seeking a long-term relationship with customers, improving their policy persistency rate and adding sales to the existing customers. Ultimately the Company aims to increase customer lifetime value and improve company brand image as a whole using the CTPMS.

According to the research provided by Jones and Sasser (1995), customers are classified into four groups – Hostages, Terrorists, Mercenaries, and Apostles – based on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. The Apostles is a group of ideal customers to every company as they show a high degree of satisfaction and loyalty to a company. Likewise, the CTPMS has been invented to provide higher customer satisfaction and induce higher loyalty from customers. However, as it was practitioners in the field who developed this system, there was no opportunity for the system to be reviewed theoretically or academically. When companies launch new tactics or programs operating in a fiercely competitive market, it is often the case that they focus more on a costs & benefits analysis and a time-to-market issue in the decision-making process.

All things considered, the CTPMS may seem to be incomplete for now, but the message it conveys to us is quite clear. It provides the management of service companies with guidance on how to create service activities, especially service communication, with limited resources (Hallowell, 1996; Suh, Kim, & Park, 2011). The Company is taking a simple strategy: provide more services to customers contributing more and give top-tier CSRs to attention-required customers, who may raise complaints regarding the lack of personal services from service agents. This approach indicates more focus on the management of customer complaints than the enhancement of service communication (Rust & Chung, 2006). The company is strategically allocating
more resources and skilled professionals to customers with higher customer lifetime values. In other words, the company is strategically using the CTPMS to prevent 'Terrorists' and to develop 'Apostles,' as Jones and Sasser's (1995) study instructs.

**Conclusion**

In the introduction of this case report, we reviewed the purpose of CTPMS, customer classification and grading methods, assignment of CSRs, and contents of service communication for each group of customers of the Company. As mentioned above, the CTPMS has been initially developed in order to enhance the ways and quality of service communication so that it becomes a useful business planning process. In this effort, the Company collected all communication records provided to customers and then analyzed types, methods, frequencies, contents, and effects of service communications given during the previous years. However, since this system was introduced, people in the Company have realized that service activities should be able to change flexibly in order to increase revenue and improve the profitability of the insurance business.
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